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On the Road with The JOE PERRY PROJECT in the Big 80’s.The Untold Story, Unveiled in
Amazing Detail.I was 29 years old in February 1982 and living in my parents’ basement. I worked
at my father’s stereo shop. A week later I unexpectedly became the lead singer of a famous hard
rock band. Suddenly I was touring America and preparing to cut an album for a major label.
Aerosmith’s Joe Perry needed a new singer for his Joe Perry Project and I got drafted.For me it
was like winning the lottery. Much better though, because lotteries only pay cash. For the next
two years I would be experiencing things in life that money just can’t buy. Living on the road with
a beloved rock star, playing adventurous, unbridled hard rock on big stages to young crowds,
signing autographs, finding romance and partying with my idols. I was on top but…Since quitting
Aerosmith, Joe Perry was bottoming out. Health failing, marriage falling apart and deeply in debt.
In order to stay one foot ahead of the tallyman, Joe jumped into a Dodge van and hit the road,
taking me and a few other newbies along on a mad dash across North America and beyond.
Taking any gig he could get.I kept a daily diary of the entire journey. Beginning on February 23,
1982, the day I got the phone call asking me to audition for Joe. Twenty-eight months later on
Saturday May 12, 1984, the final entry details my last day on tour with the Project. The very next
morning Aerosmith would reunite for the first time, and go on to become America’s most
successful hard rock band.Against a backdrop of early 80’s pop culture, the Project and I
encounter groupies, Chicken McNuggets, the border patrol, VCRs, Bolivars, tv stars, ATMs and
something called Buffalo Wings all for the very first time.We tour three countries in three days,
go to bizarre parties, get busted in Disneyland, hook up with Playboy Bunnies, get arrested in
Florida, destroy hotels, watch ourselves on MTV, count our change for food, laugh our butts off
and rock the house every night. This is a fast moving, authentic account written as it went down
all around me. Inside scoops, weird stories, salacious scandals and hundreds of astounding
tales. How they all fit together in the Project’s story of survival is a dramatic and virtually untold
chapter in rock history.

"I was a Joe Perry fan before I heard the Cowboy's stories, now I'm a Cowboy Mach Bell fan. An
honest and entertaining read from start to finish. I CAN'T WAIT FOR THE MOVIE! "MICHAEL
BUTLER The Rock'N'Roll Geek Show (San Francisco)" We were all taught to write from our own
experience. Mach Bell has done that in a compelling, powerful and true story. What a
ride."CADILLAC JACKDuke and the Drivers"Amazing book, what a wild ride..."BILL
MCGOLDTRICK TV Host NCTV McGold-Riffs"I got it today and I can't put it down."BILLY
CONNORS The Boize/Billy Connors Project "Congratulations Mach! Way to share a Heritage!
"CHARLIE FARREN"great book, reminds me of Ian Hunters book."BRYNN ARENS - Flipp
(Minneapolis)"This book is a must read...you can't put it down. You will be transported. A++++



+"TOM BRODEUR Ice"finished it last nite. its good, its truthful & its funny."WILLIE LOCO
ALEXANDER" The book captures the spirit of writing, recording and touring in a rock band. It's
an honest, fun and not always so glamorous look. Reading it, I felt like I was along for the
ride."MARK MORROWDirty Blonde (Los Angeles)" Buy. This. Book! I'm about a third of the way
through it, and it's a well written daily journal of Mach Bell's time as a member of The Joe Perry
Project - The good, the bad, and the ugly. Mach of course was also the front man for legendary
Boston rockers Thundertrain, among others. It's a great stand alone book, but if you were
involved in the Boston music community from the mid 70's on, it's a must read. "FRED
PINEAUBonjour Aviators / The Atlantics / Billy Connor Project "Well written, honest, loving
portrayal" TONY JONES Kashmir"Great"GARY SHANE"Finally a real book about Rock and Roll
and life on the Road."JOHNNY PRESS Gross National Product/ Burning
Sky "Awesome!!"JIMMY BIRMINGHAM The Real Kids"Got two! ..Great story telling." RAY
FERNANDES The Atlantics / Billy Connors Project"Every entry a gem. In the wayback machine
the whole time." DANNY HARGROVE Joe Perry Project/ Rage"This book was a page/turner all
the way thru.. a must read book..." PATTY SHORT Doug MacDonald Band"Mach really did a
great job on this. Recommended big time! "CARTER ALAN WZLX radio host and Author"I just
finished an awesome book which I think you'd enjoy, simply if you love rock'n'roll. Now, if you're
an Aerosmith and Joe Perry fan, I know you're gonna want to read this one.And if you're a fan of
Boston Rock'n'Roll it's a no-brainer...The book is Once a Rocker Always a Rocker: A Diary,
written by local legend Mach Bell, singer for the late 70's Boston workhorse group
Thundertrain. And also, more famously, as frontman to the Joe Perry Project."CARTER ALAN -
Rock historian, Author and WZLX-FM Radio PersonalityMach Bell has released his new book
Once a Rocker Always a Rocker, to the unsuspecting world this week. It's a diary of his time with
the Joe Perry Project a time period from February 1982 to May of 1984. Even though it's in diary
form, most of the entries read like prose and tell full stories. Mach often relates things back to the
Thundertrain days. So there are many references to the Rat and the 70's punk scene all the way
through.We found all the stories engaging and entertaining as he also dished out the details of
the tours and rehearsals. One entry has Joe Perry rolling on the floor during a concert having a
fit. The story of their Caracas, Venezuela concert is almost surrealistic. What Mach writes
echoes what Joe Perry wrote about the same period in his auto bio called Rocks: My Life Inside
and Out of Aerosmith. All those guys in Aerosmith have nine lives each. Mach confirms
that.Mach's writing flows smoothly and makes for an easy read. He has scored with this
one.BOSTON GROUPIE NEWS October 2019 --This text refers to the paperback edition.From
the Back CoverONCE A ROCKER ALWAYS A ROCKER - A DiaryOn the Road with The JOE
PERRY PROJECT in the Big 80's. The Untold Story, Unveiled in Amazing Detail.Rock'n'Roll's
Most Freewheeling - but Ultimately Doomed Band. Outrageous, Uproarious and 100%
Genuine. True Tales from the Trenches of American Hard Rock.Aerosmith guitarist Joe Perry
needed a singer for his Joe Perry Project. Out of nowhere, I got drafted.It was like winning the
lottery. Much better though - because lotteriesonly pay cash. For the next two years I



experienced things that money just can't buy. Living on the road with America's
quintessential rock star, playing adventurous, rebellious music on big stages to hugecrowds,
signing autographs, finding romance and partying with my idols.I was suddenly on top.At that
same moment Joe Perry was spiraling downward. Health failing, marriage dissolving and deeply
in debt. In order to stay one foot ahead of the tallyman, the ex-Aerosmith star jumpedinto a van
and hit the road. Taking me and a few other newbies along ona mad dash across North America
- and beyond. Taking any gig he could get. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorCowboy Mach Bell is the lead singer and co-writer (with Joe Perry) of the 1983 Joe Perry
Project album Once a Rocker Always a Rocker (MCA/Geffen). The recording has been re-
released 18 times (and counting) in North America, Japan, Europe, Australia and Russia. This is
the author's personal diary, kept during his years singing and touring with the Joe Perry Project
during the early eighties. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Once a RockerAlways a RockerA DIARYCowboy Mach BellPanther Rock BooksMarshfield Hills
MassachusettsPanther Rock BooksCopyright © 2020 by Cowboy Mach BellAll rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced,distributed or transmitted in any form or by any
means, without priorwritten permission.The right of Mark Nelson Bell to be identified as the
author of this work has been asserted by him in accordance with the USA Copyrights, Designs
and Patterns Act.Once a Rocker Always a Rocker / Cowboy Mach BellFIRST EDITIONEvery
effort has been made to trace the copyright holders of the photographs in this book, but one or
two were unreachable. The publisher would be very grateful if the photographers concerned
would contact Panther Rock Books at oncearocker.com.For more about Cowboy Mach Belland
the Joe Perry Project visit: oncearocker.comTo my lovely wife Juliaand to my rock’n’roll mentor
Earthquake MortonLet it rock― MICK JAGGEROnce a Rocker Always a RockerA
DIARYCONTENTSI Take a Walk with Me SallyTuesday February 23, 1982 - Monday May 17,
1982II Adrianna 85 Tuesday May 18, 1982 -
Monday August 9, 1982 III Four Guns West 135Tuesday August 10, 1982 -
Sunday April 17, 1983 IV Black Velvet Pants 232Monday April 19, 1983 - Tuesday
September 13, 1983V Never Wanna Stop 273Wednesday September 14, 1983 -
Sunday December 18, 1983 VI Caught in the Crossfire 303 Monday January 2, 1984 -
Saturday May 12, 1984I TAKE A WALK WITH ME SALLYTuesday February 23,
1982Peggy’s voice comes over the intercom.“Call for Mark. Line three.”“Hello. Service Lab. Mark
Bell speaking.”“Eyaaahh. You’re hot brother.”“Earthquake? Wow. Great to hear your voice man.
How’re you doin’?”“Great man. But you’re gonna be doing even better when you hear this.”“Oh
yeah? What’s going on EQ?”“Listen, Mach. I’m sitting here with Tim Collins.Tim just signed Joe
Perry to an exclusive management deal withCollins/Barrasso.”“Joe Perry? Really?”“So listen,
Joe needs a new singer. I mentioned your name to Tim and he told me to get you down here for
an audition.This Friday.”“…Jeez. I don’t know about that, Earthquake.”“What are you talking
about, Mach? This is the break you’ve been waiting for.”“Yeah, maybe. But I don’t really do
auditions. I mean I’ve never done one before...I mean…things have changed for me.”“Changed?
How? What are you talking about?”“I’ve been working here at the Music Box for the past few
months. With my dad and my grandfather. Making steadymoney. Trying to be a normal
person.”“You? A normal person? C’mon man, don’t pass this up. This is a national act. You’ll be
touring and recording. Headlining everywhere. Think about it. After everything you
andThundertrain went through? You can’t turn this down.”“Listen, Earthie…I really appreciate the
offer and everything. But I don’t know…I mean…The answer is no.”“I can’t believe what you’re
saying, Mach.”“Sorry man.”I hang up the phone. Try out for Joe Perry? Why would I ever want to
do that? Audition? Learn his songs, get my hopes sky high, pick out what to wear, show up in
some rehearsal room and sing in front of Joe and his big shot friends? Reach out for that damn
brass ring again and feel it, touch it, hold it…justbefore it gets yanked away. I can see it all now.
Joe Perry turns around to light up a smoke - as I free fall back to reality and smash my face into
the pavement and chip another tooth.Nothing to show for it, except maybe another dentist bill I



can’t pay. I’ve already got a big scrapbook full of refusal letters from every major record company.
I can leaf through memory lane anytime I need to stir up the pain all over again.I wander back to
the racks of turntables, stereo receivers, tape decks and power amps. All waiting to be checked
out, repaired and cleaned. I’ve been working full time here at the Music Box for almost a year. My
first “real” job in almost a decade.What the hell did I just do? Did I really say no? Lead singer of
the Joe Perry Project? Jets, parties, hotel suites, limousines, open bars, models, stacks of
money and rocking the world. Is thatreally what I just turned down? Have I gone totally insane?
I’d kill to be rocking arenas every night, making records and raving up beside Joe Perry. Why the
hell did I say no to Earthquake? I’m going to regret this day for the rest of my life.Peggy’s voice
comes over the intercom.“Call for Mark. Line three.”I grab the phone.“Hello. Sevice Lab. Mark
Bell.”“Forget it, Mach. We won’t take no for an answer. This gig has your name all over it.”“I don’t
know, Earthquake…”“Listen man. Just learn these songs.”“well…okay…I guess.”“All right then.
Let the Music Do the Talking, Discount Dogs, Life at a Glance, I’ve Got the Rock’n’Rolls
Again,No Substitute for Arrogance, Rockin’ Train andSame Old Song and Dance.”“Got it. I’ll do
my best.”“Be at the Complex Annex in Cambridge at 1 p.m. this Friday.”“Okay, Earthquake. Will
do.”“Tim says to bring a guitar too.”“Guitar?”“ Yeah. Charlie Farren played guitar.”“Okay. Got
it.”“Eyaaahh. You’re HOT brother.”“Sounds good, Earthie. And thanks for calling back.”I’m in a
daze. I said yes.And with that “yes” everything changes.The hardened shell retracts to reveal the
softie hiding inside.The eternal smiley-faced optimist, the cheerleader, the“hey gang let’s put on
a show” guy.Let’s face it. I was totally taken by surprise when my band Thundertrain didn’t
become the biggest thing to hit the galaxy since Uriah Heep. I’m still nursing the psychic wounds
from that big let down.But man, if this Joe Perry Project gig pans out…Here at the Music Box,
just a few blocks from WellesleyCollege, I‘m perfectly situated for what I need to do next.I dash
up out of the basement lab, turn left and enter the record department in the front part of the
store. I pull both of the Joe Perry Project albums off the rack. Let the Music Do theTalking and
I’ve Got the Rock’n’Rolls Again. Both onColumbia Records. The first one, from 1980, has Ralph
Morman on lead vocal. The second, released last year, features Charlie Farren as lead
singer.Albums in hand, I head to the area just outside the Sound Room.The Sound Room is
where my father, Bill Bell, holds court. Demonstrating and selling top line audio gear, like Ampex
tape decks, Thorens turntables, McIntosh power amps andKlipschorn loudspeakers to music
listeners from all over the world.Outside the sliding glass door that leads to my father’s audio
wonderland is Peggy’s office and the TV department where smaller consumer electronic stuff is
on display. The Sony Walkman is a miniature, battery operated stereo cassette tape player with
headphones attached. You can carry it around or even stick it in your pocket. It sounds really
good too.I’ll be borrowing this new Walkman model for a few days. Grabbing a Maxell cassette
off Peggy’s desk I return to the lab. After setting up a Dual turntable and a Nakamichi cassette
deck on an empty service bench, I begin dubbing the six audition songs from the albums onto
the tape cassette. The seventh song is one of Joe’s old Aerosmith hits that everyone knows.No
need to study that one.Headphones on, I hit the play button.Preparing myself to knock out Joe



Perry and become his new lead singer.Wednesday February 24, 1982This day is going to be
tricky.I’m in a car being driven by my best friend Ric Provost, he was the bass player of
Thundertrain. In the back seat is my other best friend, Thundertrain drummer Bobby Edwards.
Since the quintet known as Thundertrain broke up a couple years ago, the three of us have
continued to write songs and play local shows together. Currently our power trio is called Mag 4.
Today we’re on our way to Longview Farm, a recording studio out in NorthBrookfield Mass. We’re
doing a follow up to our first single with close friend John Visnaskas as producer and
JesseHenderson as engineer.I haven’t breathed a word about my Joe Perry audition to anyone
outside of my family. I usually share everything with Ric and Bobby but I’m nervous about how
they’ll take this news. I’ve been singing in bands with Ric for the past eight years and with Bobby
for a whole decade, ever since we were both teenagers. I don’t want to bum everyone out and
spoil the recording session.We arrive at Longview. A brittle wind blows across the frosted
pasture land. I haven’t been out here since 1979 whenThundertrain was rattling Studio B, cutting
demo tracks.The first thing I need to do is check out the inside of theadjoining hay barn,
something new, and very interesting has been installed there since I last visited.A stage. I
clamber up onto the wide platform and immediately feel the vibes.This stage was built for Mick
Jagger and the Rolling Stones.Six months ago they were all right here. In this barn. Secretly
rehearsing together for five weeks during August andSeptember. Preparing for the 1981
American Stones Tour.After strutting back and forth across the boards for a while, I head inside
the farmhouse and into the studio area where John and Jesse are setting-up for the session.
Ric, Bobby and I have worked with Jesse before. Most notably back in the fall of 1976 when
Henderson helmed the mixing board inside a mobilestudio parked in front of the Rat at 528
Commonwealth Ave inBoston’s Kenmore Square. Those recordings of ten Boston bands,
including Thundertrain, DMZ, the Real Kids and Willie Loco Alexander’s Boom Boom Band were
released in the spring of 1977 as a double album package called Live at the Rat.For today’s
recording, Ric is playing a Fender Jazz bass through a Yamaha amp. Bobby is using the
oversized Ludwig drum kit he played in Thundertrain. I’ve got a ’58 Les Paul Junior guitar (owned
by Ric) going through an Orange 4x12 cab powered by a funky old Kustom amp head.The tune
is called Winner Take All and a few hours later we get all the tracks we need. I lay down a decent
vocal, possibly a keeper. After tearing down our gear, I sit down in the studio lounge with Ric
and Bobby. I finally tell them about my audition with the Joe Perry Project - coming up in 48
hours.Bobby seems to recoil, he looks downward. Ric thinks it over for a nano-second before
grabbing my shoulders.“Congratulations Mark (he always calls me Mark). That’sincredible.
Perry’s lucky to get you. You’re gonna be greattogether.”“Yeah but Ric. It’s just an
audition.Nobody said anything about me getting hired.”Now that my news has sunk in a bit,
Bobby looks up and smiles at me.“Don’t worry Mach. He’s gonna love you.Wait until Joe jams
with you.”“Well, I don’t know about that. But thanks for the support guys. I really mean
it.”Thursday February 25, 1982I live in my parents’ basement in Holliston Mass.Last month I
turned 29.Up until last year I usually stayed in cheap motels and grimy band bunkhouses



whenever my band was out on the road, which was often.For a year or so we all shared a band
house in Framingham. We called it the Thundertrain Mansion. The mansion was located on Old
Connecticut Path across from the site of the Carousel Tent.That canvas venue seated maybe
2,500 people. In the beginning the tent featured stage musicals and traditional stars like Andy
Williams, Jerry Lewis and Joan Rivers. But by the late 60’s they began booking acts like Simon &
Garfunkel, Frank Zappa, Iron Butterfly and the Motown groups. I was 15 when I saw my
firstconcert at the Carousel in the summer of 1968 -the Jimi Hendrix Experience. The following
summer I was there to see the new British band Led Zeppelin. The Carousel wasoperated by
promoter Frank Connelly. The man who brought The Beatles to Boston. Frank would go on to
manage Aerosmith in their early days.After we lost the Thundertrain Mansion I turned to
couchsurfing. Thundertrain had improved my social life to the point where couches were not
very hard to come by. On the nights that a couch failed to materialize I could usually dig up $2
and buy a seat at one of Boston or Cambridge’s 24-hour grindhousecinemas. The Harvard
Square Cinema, the Kenmore Cinema and the 733 (next to Paul’s Mall) always had a double or
occasional triple feature running all night long.If I could find a ride up to Lexington, Earthquake
would let me crash on the sofa downstairs in the Jelly Records headquarters.So between all
those options, not to mention the frequent all night parties that always seem to find me, I’ve
spent the last ten years just bopping around with the clothes on my back and a little flight bag
with an extra shirt and a toothbrush.Like Jim Morrison I don’t wear underwear.That all changed a
few months ago when I decided to become a responsible, normal, tax paying citizen and work a
9 to 5 job. Lucky for me, my father co-owns a business along with my grandfather and they were
nice enough to take a chance on me.So I moved back into my parents’ basement in Holliston
and my father gives me a lift into work at the Music Box every day. He’s on the sales floor with my
brother Andy, selling expensive hi-fi gear. Turntables, exotic cartridges with jeweled styli, tuners,
graphic equalizers, tape decks and lots of speakers. Big beautiful loudspeakers. Meanwhile I’m
downstairs in the Service Lab wearing a white lab coat. Taking in busted stuff, writing up slips,
running the register and replacing needles in an endless stream of old el cheapo record
players.Today, while I’m changing the broken needles I’m also listening to this Joe Perry Project
tape on the Walkman. Over and over again. Memorizing the song lyrics. At least the beginning
and ending phrases, I’m used to fudging the middles. Counting the measures of the openings.
Getting the arrangements straight. Concentrating on anyplace that the vocal is a lead in or a
cue.After work I go back to my parents’ house and head down to my corner of the cellar to
continue my studies. The vocal styles of the two singers on these tracks are radically different
from each other. And my voice bears no similarity to either. Not that itmatters. I have absolutely
no skills as a mimic. I never would have made it as a cover band singer. I can only do one voice,
mine.As far as the guitar. Tim asked me to bring one to the audition tomorrow so I will. Ric kindly
lent me his ’58 Les Paul Junior for the session. But frankly I’ve only jammed on guitar along with
the audition tunes a few times. Just some rudimentary rhythm chords under the lead guitar
sections.I’m hoping that if Joe hires me he’ll want me as high energyvocalist Mach Bell who



plays occasional harp and shakes the maracas among other things. Not a singing rhythm guitar
player.Friday February 26, 1982The audition is today at 1 p.m.I listen to the tape a few more
times. Pull on the black jeans I bought at Trash and Vaudeville in St. Mark’s Place a couple years
ago. Cowboy boots from Walker’s, which add a couple inches, getting me up to about 5’9”. My
ex-girlfriend Debbie gave me this nice t-shirt from the Rainbow Bar & Grill.Manhattan trousers,
Boston boots, Hollywood shirt. Wish my hair was a bit longer. I always had a huge mane in
Thundertrain and I bet Joe Perry’s hair will look great, he’ll be looking cool as ever.I’ve never met
Mr. Perry. Never seen him out in the wild. The only times I’ve laid eyes on him are onstage with
Aerosmith. I had a couple rare sightings of the other Aerosmith guitarist Brad Whitford and
frontman Steven Tyler out in the Boston clubs but never Joe.Time to head out to the Complex
Annex in Cambridge.I’ve been to the regular Cambridge Music Complex out on Alewife Brook
Parkway plenty of times. That’s where tons of Boston bands either rent a rehearsal room, book
the soundstage, or just show up to hang. Unknown groups mix in with working bands like the
Stompers, Private Lightning and Jon Butcher Axis. You’ll run into the crew members, and
sometimes even the stars, of mega bands like The Cars, Boston and the J.Geils Band.This
Annex is hidden a few blocks back from the regularComplex. I’ve never been back here. I didn’t
even know itexisted. As I round the corner I see a couple Corvettes out in a parking lot. The
Annex is a single story, white concrete building with a loading dock out front. It looks pretty much
like all the other anonymous warehouse structures in this part of town.Except there’s a roar
coming from this structure. As I near the open loading dock I can see a long hallway. At the end
of the hall is a very solid looking door. From behind that door I can clearly hear an electric guitar.
Riffing loudly,thundering, then tuning, then more seismic riffing.I don’t recognize these particular
riffs but they all sound like Aerosmith. Gotta be Joe Perry.Now an explosive burst of drums and
cymbals begins, stops and starts up again. Now what? Do I hear a second electric guitar? Yes I
do. That’s weird. Oh, no. I thought I was the only person auditioning for this gig today.As I reach
the loading dock a familiar face bops out from around the corner.“Hey man. Good to see you.
Tim told me you were coming.”It’s Danny Hargrove. The bass player from Rage. I run into him
occasionally in the clubs, he’s always friendly. Danny’s a few years younger than me but he’s
been rocking forever. Back in the glitter rock days Danny had his clothes made by Eddie Kent,
same as me.“Danny? What’s going on? What are you doing here?”“Same as you. They brought
me in yesterday. Singing andplaying bass.”“Oh yeah? How’d it go?”“Not too bad I guess. The
Admiral asked me to come back.” Hargrove takes a long drag on his cigarette.“Cool. What’s that
other guitar I hear?“Danny points to the Corvettes.“Brad Whitford”“Whitford? No shit?”“No shit. I
guess his Whitford/St. Holmes thing is on hold for now. Brad wants to do some shows with
Joe.”The sound of the two guitars and drums is getting more cohesive now. Building together on
riffs that Perry seems to be creating on the spot.I see the rehearsal room door swing open for
just a moment.The sound pressure released from inside sweeps down the hall like a tidal wave.
One of the Project crew members emerges and he hustles towards us.“Hey, Mach, I’m Jay.
Thanks for coming down.”“Nice to meet you, Jay.”“I remember seeing you singing with



Thundertrain down at the Rat. Incredible times man. Come on guys, I think the Admiral is all set
to get started.”I hop up onto the loading dock and follow Jay and Danny up the hallway. Jay
pushes open the door. Escaping sound waves nearly knock me flat on my back.Inside. It’s a lot
to take in. There he is. Joe Perry. Standing ten feet away from me, looking like he just walked off
the cover of Creem Magazine. Black silk shirt with sleeves rolled up just a turn or two, dark gray
vest, silver Rolex dangling loosely from his skinny wrist, a necklace or three, leather belt, blue
jeans ripped slightly at the bottom hem, to fit comfortably over the tops of a pair of soft leather
boots - made in Italy for sure. The black hair is even more lustrous than I expected. Thick bangs
cover his eyes. Riffing away on something that looks like a Strat but not quite. I don’t think Joe
even realizes that I’ve entered the room. Or maybe he just doesn’t care.Danny Hargrove makes
a bee-line for the opposite end of the white-walled space and slings on a Les Paul bass. I notice
that it’s strung upside down. Plugging into a wall of Peavey bass cabs that reach the ceiling,
Hargrove glides deftly into theongoing jam, Hargrove looks and sounds right at home.Just to the
right of Danny is the other Aerosmith guitar legend, Brad Whitford. This is an unexpected treat.
Brad hasn’t changed much in the ten years since I first saw him perform at theHopedale Town
Hall. He’s got sort of a Mick Taylor look and he’s playing a sunburst Les Paul through a Marshall
stack, just like he was back then. Can’t beat that.I see he’s also got a custom made solid-body
axe on a stand, I don’t recognize the brand but it’s red. Without missing a lick Brad offers me a
small nod.In the center of the room, which measures roughly thirty feet wide by twenty feet, is an
immense and beautiful, custom made,double-bass drum kit. The front heads are both vividly
painted in Ringling Bros. script “J.P.P. Ron Stewart”.Ron Stewart is absolutely hammering the
mounted toms. As hard a hitter as I’ve seen. And I’ve seen Frosty. Then I notice that Stewart’s
entire kit is mic’d up, not just the kick. He’s got large monitor speakers piled up behind the drums
to furtheramplify his relentless attack.The reason for the over amplification becomes obvious as I
look behind Joe Perry and see the kustom-made Aerosmith amp heads and loudspeaker stacks
that we’ve all seen him useonstage at so many Aerosmith shows. And on TV at California Jam.
Joe is using the same amplification in this little room that he uses at Madison Square Garden or
at the Cotton Bowl. That’s not all. Way over to the far left, next to Danny Hargrove’s bass rig, is
yet another tower of speakers - that Perry can activate at will. Yikes.Joe finally winds down his
riffing long enough to acknowledge my presence. He extends his hand.“Thanks for dropping by,”
he mumbles. Grasping Joe’s hand, I realize that something isn’t right with Perry. He’s vibrating,
no he’s trembling. His color is off too. Underneath the sleek hair and the expensive rockstar garb
he looks kind of ghoulish. Thin as a toothpick and more than a little green around the gills.Crew
member Jay has been setting up a mic on a straight stand with a couple of floor monitors. I’m
facing the band, between the drum kit and Joe’s set up. I tap my finger on the SM58windscreen.
Sounds like a thunderclap.This is gonna be really loud.“Did you listen to the songs?” asks
Perry.“Let’s go man. Take your pick.”Joe launches into the opening riff of Life at a Glance.A nice
one off the first Project album. Written by Perry, it has everything I look for in a rocker.Dynamite
opening guitar riff, easy to remember lyrics, and a catchy call and response chorus that brings



you full-circle, back to that driving guitar riff. We charge through the song and from where I stand
it sounds pretty damn solid.We kick into Discount Dogs, a Morman/Perry number and it feels as
good as I’d hoped. It’s so loud in here I’m not sure anyone can actually hear me. I know my body
language and attack is coming through though. This business has a lot to do with how you stand
and how you hold your instrument. I can see Joe glancing my way. He can tell I must have paid
some dues somewhere along the line and know how this shit gets done.Ain’t No Substitute for
Arrogance is a terrific Farren/Perry steamroller. My voice sounds nothing like Charlie’s but that
doesn’t keep me from digging in. Even more than on the first two, the sound is jelling. Several of
the crew members arehanging around the perimeter of the room. Nudging each other and
smiling. I’m feeling confident now. Not just singing, I’m listening too. Especially to what Brad
Whitford is adding to the mix. He’s astonishing.Same Old Song and Dance is next and holy shit,
I’ve gotWhitford and Perry on either side of me, chugging out theirfamous riffs. This is crazy.
Before I know it, I’m in the thick of it, spitting out those gritty Steven Tyler lyrics. Are we having
fun yet? The lead guitar breaks are phenomenal. When do we get this thing out on the road?
Rockin’ Train by Morman/Perry has a funky vibe. Likesomething off Jeff Beck’s Orange album.
It’s the tune where everybody gets to stretch out, leading up to a masterful drum solo from Ron
Stewart.Finally, the Project’s biggest hit, Let the Music Do the Talking written by Joe Perry is a
truly exciting song to perform.Danny Hargrove joins me on the choruses and we blend. Joe
quotes his own bottleneck-riff from Draw the Line during his extended guitar solo that leads to a
climatic close. Things are moving along well, nobody wants to stop playing.“What else do you
know, Mach?” asks Brad.“Stones. Jeff Beck.”“How ‘bout Going Down?”“You start man”Whitford
hits the driving intro line, Ronnie bashes in with an authoritative back beat and Hargrove and
Perry plunge in headfirst. Moving like an express train, we’re really Going Down on this one. I
growl whichever Don Nix lyrics I can remember and make up the ones I can’t. This song is built
for messing with and jamming. Everyone takes a swing or two. Perry is almostsmiling and I can
tell that Ron is rough & ready to move things forward with this gang.Part of me wants to stay and
keep rocking all afternoon, but my strategic side says better to quit while I’m ahead. Joe is a bit
surprised when I quickly bid everyone farewell.“Nice meeting you, Brad. Thanks, Ron. See ya,
Danny. Thanks for inviting me over, Joe.”I shake the leader’s shaky hand.Wham bam thank you
Sam. I’m out the door.Jay and a couple of the crew chase me out.“Way to go, Mach.”“Sounded
great in there.”I wave back, yell “so long” and jump off the loading dock. As I land I can hear
Ronnie launch into a drum fusillade that sounds like an ammo factory explosion.“Not too bad.” I
smile to myself.Saturday February 27, 1982I’m back in Wellesley at the Music Box. Downstairs in
theService Lab.Peggy’s voice comes over the intercom.“Call for Mark. Line three.”I pick up the
phone. It’s Tim Collins,calling from the Collins/Barrasso office.“Joe tells me everything went
really well, Mach.He says you sounded good.”“Oh yeah? That’s cool.”“That’s right. And Joe
wants you back at the Annex thisMonday.”“That’s great, Tim. So… I’m in the group?”“Joe didn’t
say that, Mach. But he wants you to come back.Rehearsal is at 1p.m.”“Okay, Tim. I’ll be there.”I
was hoping for a little more, but I’ll take it. Joe probably just wants to make sure I’m not a flake



that blows off practice.Anyway, everyday that I’m in there with the Project is one less day for
them to try out someone else. From what I picked up yesterday Joe doesn’t have a lot of time to
waste.I got a little carried away last night. Went to a party in Ashland at some apartment. The
place was jammed with local rockmusicians and girls who like that type of guy. Ric and Bobby
both got there before me. So everybody at the bash already knew I’d been in Boston earlier,
trying out for Joe Perry.I arrived at the party to cheers, back-slapping andcongratulations. I
mean, it was only an audition, but these guys all seemed sure that I already had the job in the
bag. I have to admit the session went as smoothly as I’d hoped.I also have to admit that I was
enjoying the attention of myfellow rockers and the admiration of the young ladies swooping
around me. Not too often that we local rock guys have anythingextraordinary to celebrate or get
excited about. Just the fact that I got a chance to sing with Joe Perry and Brad Whitford is
enough to put me in the upper percentile of coolness with my friends.So I didn’t argue. I just let
them all treat me like I was in the Project now. So I’m relieved that Collins called back and Joe
Perry wants me to return. Hopefully one more time will do the trick.At the end of my shift I go talk
to Fred, the manager of theService Lab. He knows about the audition. I tell him that I got a call
back. Fred congratulates me. He’s a guitarist/singer himself but more in the hillbilly country style.
He understands that if things go my way, I won’t be coming back to work again.Sunday February
28, 1982I call Julia and ask if I can stay at her place in Cambridge. Julia and I have been dating
on and off ever since we met in 1978. It’s okay with her, so I head into town. Her place is on
Broadway just outside of Central Square. It’s only a couple miles from the rehearsal
Annex.Monday March 1, 1982Julia lets me use her car today. A Mazda GLC hatchback. First I
drive her to work. Down Mass Ave across the Charles River and onto Newbury Street. I drop her
off at SyncroSound recording studio which is owned by The Cars. Julia works for Eliot Roberts of
Lookout Management. Eliot manages Dylan, Joni, Petty, Timothy Hutton, Neil Young, Devo,
Ministry andThe Cars among others. Julia coordinates the Lookout office in Boston out of
SyncroSound. As I drive away, I spy Peter Wolf entering the studio.I drive back to the slightly
dilapidated apartment (Julia tells me the neighbors call it the Pink Palace because of the outside
paint job). I clamp the Walkman on one more time. Reviewing the lyrics and arrangements.At 1
p.m. I pull into the Annex lot and park Julia’s GLC (stands for great little car) into an empty space
next to Whitford’s Corvette and Perry’s Porsche Turbo. I can already feel the sonic hurricane
coming from the JPP rehearsal room.Today Joe Perry is wearing a khaki green Boy Scouts
ofAmerica shirt and it matches the color of his face perfectly.Joe is upright but he looks bad.
Real bad. Shaking badly too.Brad Whitford and Danny Hargrove welcome me back with a nod
and a wink. Ron Stewart is totally preoccupied, in the midst of a swirling drum solo/warm-up. It’s
damn loud in here.Perry is messing around with his sound pedals. He keepsbanging out this see-
sawing, funky riff. Catchy as hell. Then he goes into this other one, a twangy, Stones-do-country
sounding figure. Perry keeps going back and forth, working between these two hooky but very
different guitar bits.Finally, without a word, Joe blasts into Discount Dogs and the whole band is
off and running. We run through the songs and then we run through them again. Sounds as good



as last Friday. Better even.“Lookie here folks. He’s doin’ it like the cowboys.”A familiar face just
walked in the door of the rehearsal room.“Doc? What are you doing here man?”“Didn’t anyone
tell ya, Cowboy? I’m the road manager with this show.”Perry is looking at me quizzically.I can tell
he’s thinking “cowboy?”“That’s great man. Jeez, I haven’t seen you since the Drivers.”“Well, I
think we’re gonna be seeing a lot more of each other, Cowboy.”Along with bassist Earthquake
Morton, drummer Doc McGrath made up the rhythm section of Boston’s favorite party band,
Duke and the Drivers. Signed to ABC/Dunhill in themid-seventies, the band scored a smash
single with What You’ve Got (Sure Looks Good to Me).One time at a Thanksgiving Party held at
the Webb (the house they shared in Lexington) Doc caught me trying to climb out the
window.“What the hell are you doing, Mach?”“There’s a long line for the bathroom. I’m gonna do
cowboy beeps.”“Cowboy what?”“Listen, Doc. When I was little I used to do beeps. When I did
beeps outside behind a rock I called it cowboy beeps.”Doc started laughing his ass off.“Hey look
everybody. Beeps is doing it like the cowboys.”Ever since that day I’ve always been the Cowboy
to Doc. And as of now it looks like I’m gonna be the Cowboy to Joe Perry and the Project
too.Tuesday March 2, 1982Joe asked me to come back again today. At 1 p.m.I have a surprise
for him this time though. This will clinch my audition for sure. I get to the Annex and everyone is
warming up loudly, like usual. And as usual, Joe keeps going back to thatsee-sawing, funky riff.
But this time when he plays it, I grab the mic and begin to sing.Took a boat to China / Took a jet
to RomeLost, found, turned around / Rocked my ass back home.Perry glances up - he almost
makes eye contact with me for the first time ever. He keeps playing.I might love the ladies / You
know I love the lifeUp, down, all around / I wanna do it twice“Here comes the chorus, Joe” He
pauses while I singOnce a Rocker, Always a Rocker / Can you hear the beat?Perry plunges
back in, adding a swinging rhythm under thechorus melodyOnce a Rocker, Always a Rocker /
Now you’re gonna feel the heat.Verse, chorus = voila.I rip into the second verse as the rest of the
band joins in.Hargrove sings a high vocal line on the chorus. Whitford adds stinger guitar notes
at the end of each refrain. Ronnie keeps a heavy, straight-ahead beat going underneath, leaving
thefunkiness to Joe Perry who drops in a short, slippery guitar break. The whole thing clocks in
at just under three minutes. Perry/Bell have written their first song.Joe is so ill, I mean his hands
are twitching. His speech isincoherent. I want him to say “Okay, Cowboy. That’s it. You’re hired.
Welcome to the Project.” But I’m not even sure he’s able to process the fact that we just
composed a new tune, a catchy song that revolves around an excellent new Perry guitar hook.I
really hope Joe can pull himself back together.March 3, 1982I call my brother Andy to wish him a
happy birthday.He turns 24 today.Joe handed me some homework last night. We’re gonna work
on Toys in the Attic today as well as Helter Skelter. The Beatles tune I know pretty well. I’ve sung
it before in a band or two.I go over to Cheapo Records in Central Square and pick up the
Aerosmith record for a buck.I followed Aerosmith in the beginning. They played locally and were
a huge influence on me back then. They literally changed my life and I held them in the highest
regard.But after they got signed to a record deal, I began to envy their success. With the
phenomenal rise of Dream On and theexcitement surrounding their second album, my jealousy



grew. In 1973 I began playing in bars. First with Biggy Ratt, then with Thundertrain. Mostly
playing our own original songs. Theconstant requests for me to sing Aerosmith hits really got to
me. I grew to resent Aerosmith and their tremendous popularity. Of course by then their music
was inescapable, constantly blaring out of radios and jukeboxes everywhere I went. So I was
very aware of Toys in the Attic, but last night was the first time I ever went out and bought an
Aerosmith record.I drive Julia’s car to rehearsal at the Annex at 1 p.m.We run through the six
audition songs plus Going Down and the new one, Once a Rocker. Apparently Joe and Brad
used to play Helter Skelter with Aerosmith. We launch into that one and it sounds pretty decent.
A bit rough on the vocal cords but I’m used to doing shouters. Now it’s time for Toys in the Attic. I
have to admit it’s totally surreal standing here between Brad Whitford and Joe Perry as they
barrel into their high energy hit. Danny Hargrove and Ronnie Stewart have no problem at all
pumping-out the familiar rhythm underneath. I bet Dannyperformed this tune a thousand times
with his band Rage.So it’s basically Aerosmith redux until the singing starts.Whoa hold on. That
doesn’t sound like Steven Tyler. Who’s messing with my high? Damn it, it’s me, the Cowboy.
What am I doing here? Trying to sing the theme song of 70’s American youth? How the heck am
I supposed to sing it anyway? Should I attempt to ape the Tyler style (and fail miserably)?
Should I do it my own way, in my own voice and just sound - wrong?Lucky for me everything is
so damn loud in here nobody can really hear what I’m doing - or what I’m trying to figure out how
to do.I think this is going to be a problem.But the boss seems happy enough. At the end of
rehearsal he hands me something and speaks to me for like the second time since we
met.“There might be something in here, Cowboy.”As I leave the room I run into the road manager
Doc.“Hey, Cowboy. Sounds pretty good in there.”“Thanks. Hey, Doc. Am I in this group or
what?”“Did Joe ask you to come back?”“Yeah. But he didn’t say I’m hired.”“Don’t worry about it,
Cowboy. Just keep coming back.”Thursday March 4, 1982Last night I pored through the little
blue notebook Perry handed me at rehearsal.Everything is written in Joe’s caveman hand
writing:Phone numbers, addresses.Song titles: Take a Number, Lick and a Promise, Chit Chat,
Just for the Record, Let the Music Do the Talking, Life Time Record, Off the Record, Off Your
Rocker, Warm as a $2 Pistol, Your Channel Doesn’t Come in on My Set, I’m Sick Because I’m
Idol, I’d Kill For a Kiss, It’s All Done with Mirrors, Creatures of Habit.His original lyrics for Bright
Light Fright, Life at a Glance, Ready On the Firing Line, Conflict of Interest.Joe’s four-page
synopsis for a movie that involves a battle of the bands and a romantic triangle between a
football player, acheerleader and a young rock guitarist. Lyrics for a paranoid song titled I’m
Alone Again.Crude drawings of a volcano and a spaceship.Notes about trying out different drum
rhythms and bass lines. Some are based on Chuck Berry tunes.A note to cover Don’t Be Cruel
and Heartbreak Hotel.The words “The Joe Perry Project” drawn out repeatedly onto little bass
drumheads using different scripts and re-positioning of each word.Finally I find what I’m looking
for. Lyrics to an untitled song.I love the way they look,I love the way they feelNo rehearsal today,
but I have a meeting with Tim Collins at 1:30 p.m. Hopefully I’ll be hearing lots of good news.
Joe’s probably putting me on salary. How much?Maybe a nice bonus up front?I’ll give Julia back



her great little car and buy a nice Corvette of my own. Hmmm, I wonder what color?Black would
be cool or maybe blue. What about a Corvette in British racing green?I drive the little Mazda over
to 280 Lincoln St. in Allston.A Boston neighborhood right next to Cambridge. I enter a two story,
modern looking glass and brick office building that faces out towards the Mass Turnpike aka
Interstate 90. I head upstairs to the Collins/Barrasso Management office. There’s a waiting room
with a receptionist desk.“Hi. I’m Mach Bell. Tim asked me to come over.”“Yes of course, Mr. Bell.
Please have a seat. I’ll let him know you’re here.”I sit down. Billboard and Cashbox magazines
are on the coffee table. There are a few gold records up on the wall. Still the One by Orleans,
Sunshine by Jonathan Edwards. Both are managed by Collins/Barrasso. Not hard rockers like
us. I see a big, framed record promotion poster of Joe Perry leaning up against the wall,waiting
to be hung up I guess.The door to Collins office swings open and out steps Tim. He’s a young
guy. My age, maybe a year younger. He has a neathaircut, a button down shirt, glasses and a
friendly face. We shake hands and he beckons me inside.“Good to see you, Mach. It’s been
awhile.”“Yeah, Tim. Since Thundertrain I guess.”“How are those Thundertrain boys
doing?”“They’re good. Cool Gene got married. I’ve been playing with his brother Ric and Bobby
in Mag 4.”“And what about Steven?”“Steven Silva? He’s doing great. Playing lead guitar every
night with a cover band and finally making some good money.”“He’s a good player. So…how are
you liking working with Joe Perry?”“It’s pretty amazing, Tim. Thanks for thinking of me.”“Greg
brought up your name and I immediately thought you’d be a good fit.”“Earthquake has always
looked out for me. So, am I in the Project or what?”“You’re in. Joe says he’s very happy with
you.”“Did he tell you we wrote a song together this week?”“Yes he did. Very impressive. We’re
going into the studio at the end of the month so keep on writing.”“Studio?”“Right. The Project will
rehearse for three more weeks and then you’ll be cutting a demo. We’ll be getting Joe a new
record deal.”“No more Columbia?”“We’re done with them. I’ll be shopping the tape to all the
labels while the band is out on the road. Joe is thinking of maybedoing the next album with a
bunch of different singers.Some of his famous friends, you know, big names.”“Big names?”“Don’t
worry, Mach, you’ll still get to sing on a couple tracks.”That totally takes the wind out of my sails.
Right now I’mstruggling, trying to figure out how to perform all these Ralph and Charlie and
Steven Tyler vocals. If the next JPP record is a whole bunch of other guys’ voices for me to try to
copy…I think I feel an identity crisis coming on.“We’re looking at excellent touring possibilities.
I’m working on getting us some opening slots with Black Sabbath right now.”“That would be
cool.”“Joe wants to play. A lot. That’s why he’s with us.Steve Barrasso and I aren’t just managers
you know, we’re booking agents too.”“Yeah. I remember all those Duke and the Drivers dates you
put together.”“This is going to be bigger. A lot bigger.”“Sounds really cool. So, um, Tim…what
about money?”“What about it?”“Well…I mean…I’m at rehearsal everyday. I had to quit my job
and move to Cambridge.”“I never told you to quit your job, Mach.”“No. You didn’t. But it’s not easy
to schedule work around adaily 1 p.m. rehearsal that lasts all afternoon. I’m not
knockingrehearsal. I mean, I’m gonna need it if I’m gonna be thefrontman for this band.”“Nobody
said anything about you being a “frontman.” You’re the singer.”“Okay, Tim. Singer…but



money…”“Listen, Mach, you’ll get paid each time the band works.”“Paid by the gig?”“That’s
right.”“All right. I guess. But how do I eat until then?”“Tell you what. I’ll front you one hundred
dollars per week until you start to work.”“A hundred?”“That’s the best we can do. Stop here by
the office tomorrow. My secretary will have a check for you. Anything else?”“ Ummm…no. I
guess not.”“Don’t worry, Mach - Joe and the Project are going places.”“Okay, thanks Tim.”Well I
guess I can forget about the Corvette for now.Friday March 5, 1982Dropped Julia off at
SyncroSound in Boston.Drove back to Cheapo Records and picked up Aerosmith Rocks for a
buck.Then back to the pink palace to study Back in the Saddle.Next I swing by 280 Lincoln and
pick up my $100 check.I’m driving through Porter Square on the way to rehearsal when I hear
the shocking news on WBCN.Pulling into the Annex parking lot everything is eerily quiet. The
Corvettes are both in the lot but the Annex is silent.Entering the rehearsal room I see members
of the road crew milling around with long faces. Danny is dragging on a cigarette in the corner.
Ronnie keeps to himself, messing with the lugs on a snare drum.Brad and Joe are huddled
close together. Obviously bumming.The death of John Belushi hits us all hard, but Brad and Joe
hardest for sure. They were John’s personal friends, I don’t know how close, but friends. The
news reports coming in from Hollywood are sketchy. Everyone suspects drugs, hard drugs, were
involved in Belushi’s way-too-early check-out.Joe starts mumbling about his late friend Bon
Scott. The AC/DC frontman and Perry were extremely close. AC/DC were aregular opening act
on Aerosmith tours and Bon died just two years ago, after a short life of very hard living. Perry
isdefinitely dealing with his own issues at this moment. I don’t know enough about drugs or
addiction to gauge whether Perry issuffering from having way too much or way too little stuff in
his system, but something is way off, it’s obvious that he’s very ill. This morning’s deadly news
from a bungalow behind the Chateau Marmont hotel must be extra hard for him to hear.We
finally get back to the business at hand. Everyone powers up, tunes and gets their sound. Perry
is messing around on his guitar and I don’t have to wait very long before he eases into that
twangy, down home, countrified guitar riff that he’s been working on all week. I begin to sing:“I
love the way they look / I love the way they feelC’mon babe, I’m not made outta steelOver the
phone I can act real coolBut face to face I lose controlYou drive me crazy, make me wanna
screamBlack Velvet Pants cause an instant sceneI love the way they look / the way they feel,
yeah.”That gets us back to the top - that twangy guitar hook.Then we slide into the second verse
with the whole Project jamming along.This tune is writing itself as we go. I point to the sky and
the band modulates up for the middle eight:“Well your Black Velvet Pants are all I needTo make
life worth living and easy to leadBlack Velvet Pants I’m infected for sureI’m in your hip pocket just
waiting for more yeah…”Joe ladles up a bourbon-drenched lead guitar break that resolves back
into that sweet twangy guitar hook, a quick repeat of the first verse and a rollicking finish:“I love
the way they look / I love the way they feel” “Damn, Cowboy. That’s a good one.”“Thanks, Joe…
You wrote it.”“What d’ya mean?”“I mean you wrote those lyrics. The little blue book,
remember?”“Those words were in there?”“Yup. Every single one. Just lying there.It’s called Black
Velvet Pants by the way.”I saw Joe Perry smile for the first time today.I was hoping it would boost



his confidence and his health when we co-wrote Once a Rocker the other day. But today he
(pretty much) wrote Black Velvet Pants all by himself. Go Joe go.The rest of the rehearsal is
intense. Joe takes a swing at his South Station Blues. A great tune from the current lp. His vocals
are thin right now but it’s a damn good song. We run through Toys in the Attic and then tackle
Back in the Saddle.Perry surprises me on this one. He pulls out a Fender VI. I never saw one
before. It’s a big six-string bass. The sound of BradWhitford wailing on his red custom axe,
coupled with thethunder Joe is producing out of this Fender thing is astonishing. No wonder the
Back in the Saddle riffs sound so damn heavy.Note to self: Gotta find a place for the Fender VI in
one of the new tunes we’ll be writing.We finish up with a couple more Charlie songs from the last
record. The title song, I’ve Got the Rock’n’Rolls Again, has lots of stops and starts. A bit tricky to
get the hang of but the lyrics are cool and it’s up my alley. I’m figuring East Coast, West Coast will
be a breeze. I’m familiar with the song from radio where it gets a lot of play. On the record it’s just
a solid,fast-paced rocker that opens up with a single snare drum hit.What I didn’t anticipate, is
the drum introduction that RonStewart adds when the Project plays the song in concert. Asusual
with Ron, it’s a carefully constructed intro. It builds inintensity before mounted-tom accents
signal the opening line:In the East Coast, In the West Coast.To my great embarrassment I just
can’t feel the timing of the final tom tom hits - the beats that lead straight into theall-important
first line. This leaves me either singing the line too late or too early. Either way I’m left sounding
incredibly lame, drunk, or like a total amateur who can’t count. Of course Dan, Joe and Brad all
understand Ron’s timing perfectly,exposing me as the musical dunce.We go over the opening
several times. I’m studying Stewart’s lead-in with all my might, but I just can’t feel his timing.It’s
like jazz or something.Very embarrassing. At least I scored some points withBlack Velvet
Pants.Saturday/Sunday, March 6/7, 1982No rehearsal today or tomorrow.Joe told me to learn
Sweet Emotion over the weekend.Monday March 8, 1982I pick up Hargrove near his place in
Porter Square on the way to rehearsal.Like me, Danny doesn’t own his own wheels. It’s good to
have him to talk with. We’re both pretty much in the dark about what exactly transpired in the
Project previous to our arrival. Up until a few months ago Joe Perry was being managed by Don
Law, the biggest concert promoter in New England, if not the world. Recording for the top label
CBS. Touring with bands like Rush, Journey and Heart. Then, all of a sudden, singer/guitarist/
writer Charlie Farren leaves the band and takes bassist/singer/writer David Hull with him. CBS/
Columbia drops the Project and Don Law hands over management to Collins/Barrasso.
Weird.Rehearsal goes well. Except I still can’t hit the opening of East Coast, West Coast, which
pretty much wrecks the entire song for me. I wish we could just play it like they recorded it. If only
Ronnie would take pity on me and change his lead-up beats to a 4/4 time signature, but that ain’t
gonna happen. To my ears he’s playing a blown-up version of Joe Morello’s Take Five drum solo
before segueing straight into a rocker in Chuck Berry time.For now, Hargrove is helping me out
by shadowing the opening vocal line. Danny hits it with ease every time while I half-mime the
words. What’s wrong with me?Tuesday March 9, 1982No rehearsal today. Joe told me to learn
Bright Light Fright. Joe wrote the lyrics to that Aerosmith song and it’s great. Very punk rock with



a galloping tempo.Other than that, I lie around and watch The Price is Right. I’m messing with
this Video Cassette Recorder that Julia leases from a local company called Redifusion. This
machine can tape stuff right off the airways. Movies, commercials, anything. You can even set it
in advance to record a show while you’re sleeping or not around. Amazing technology but really
expensive. VCRs cost around a thousand bucks a piece but Julia is only paying about $39 a
month to rent this one.Wednesday March 10, 1982The Joe Perry Project rehearse today at 1
p.m.Did I mention that our band is loud? Real loud? I’m no stranger to high volume rock’n’roll.
When I went to see the Jeff Beck Group at the Boston Tea Party I stood right in front. I did the
same with Led Zeppelin, Hendrix, Steppenwolf, The Nice,T. Rex, Crazy World of Arthur Brown,
no problem. Turn it up. Not to mention I spent over five years with Thundertrain, an Ampeg and
Marshall amp-stacked band renowned for ourspectacular loudness, we lost plenty of work due
to ourexcessive volume.But the fearsome sound-waves generated by the JPP, especially in this
small rehearsal room, are a whole new frontier for me. I’m talking gut-churning volume. Lucky I
don’t eat much, and never before singing. I will never stoop to wearing ear plugs but I have been
sneaking some toilet paper wads into my ears these past few sessions. I surrender.After
rehearsal, I take the T out of Boston and meet up with Bobby and Ric. Together we drive out to
Longview Farm.Before getting down to work on the Mag 4 mix, the engineer Jesse and our
producer John V ask me how things are going with Joe Perry. I boast to everyone that the music
is coming along really well, which it is. Everyone is pretty excited to hear that Brad Whitford is
part of the band.On the subject of our leader, I lie.I tell them Joe is doing great, when he actually
looks to be one foot in the grave. I also say nothing about the fact that money is in short supply. I
keep my story upbeat, focusing on the Corvettes, the huge stacks of expensive gear and Joe’s
super cool leather pants. Like a magician who never reveals the secrets behind his illusions. It’s
only natural for me to go into fullcheerleader mode when it comes to my band.Winner Take All
and Do the Mag end up sounding magnificent.Thursday, March 11, 1982Back to the Cambridge
Annex at 1 p.m.The crew is buzzing that our first gig is coming up in two weeks.Joe and Brad are
working on a new riff. It moves like a really big snake. Reminds me of the first Jeff Beck Group at
their most bombastic. Pretty complex too, I’m not sure how or where avocal would fit into it.We
work on Bright Light Fright which is fun because Joe and I share the mic doing a tandem lead
vocal. Perry leads the band through First One’s For Free. I think this song is from aprevious
incarnation of the JPP but was never recorded. Joe sings the lead vocal all alone, I just shake my
maracas. So, along with Once a Rocker and Black Velvet Pants that gives us three original
songs for our upcoming demo session.After dinner Julia takes me to the Paradise to see a band
that Ric Ocasek recorded at SyncroSound.Her friends are called Romeo Void. They’re from San
Francisco. Their record, Never Say Never, was released last month and is doing really well. They
perform the kind of emotional synth-pop that radio loves to play these days. Not my favorite
brand ofmusic, but the guys in the band are all very nice people and the singer Debora Iyall is
fantastic.Friday March 12, 1982I stop by 280 Lincoln and pick up my $100.Rehearsal is at 1
p.m.Jay is our soundman and today is his birthday.Steve Ricardo is a deejay out in Framingham.



He asks me to do a taped phone interview for his radio show. After dinner I go into town to see
singer Gary Shane. Lots of people in the bar buy me drinks, which is good since I’m
broke.Saturday March 13, 1982Rehearsal at 1 p.m.Joe and Brad are still playing that monster-
snake riff.Afterwards, I go out to Holliston for some of my mother’s great home cooking.Sunday
March 14, 1982There’s a jam at Joey’s Depot. I show up at the Hollistonwatering hole and
people buy me beers. Everyone seemsfriendlier since I joined the Joe Perry Project. I’m pleased
tosee my friend, and former bandmate, Michael Hendricks.Later I get to listen to my taped
interview being aired over WDJM. Not too bad.Monday March 15, 1982Collins and Barrasso are
coming over to see the band tomorrow for the first time. So Danny and I dig into today’s workout
even more than usual. I’m still putting this damn toilet paper in my ears. Lucky my hair is long
enough to hide my shame.Tonight is the unveiling of the “new” Rat.Owner Jim Harold closed his
little hell hole for a few days and promises a big transformation. He even sent out invites for the
grand re-opening this evening.Doorman Mitch greets us at the entrance with a big smile and a
hug. We head down the long staircase. Hey, the place really does look better. First and foremost,
the stinky, sticky, cigarette-burnt floor has been totally re-carpeted. Fresh smelling red carpet,
very Hollywood. I like it. The room is still the same, they didn’t move the two main bars or
anything, but the walls have a fresh coat of black paint and I think some of the light fixtures are
new too. The famously gross men’s room is still pretty gross but the urinals and the exposed
toilet are all working tonight.Great party.Tuesday March 16, 1982The JPP crew has torn down all
the gear and trucked it from the Annex over to the regular Complex where everyone
elserehearses. Tim has rented the soundstage for two days. It’s a full size concert stage with
seating for a couple dozen people.At 1 p.m. I arrive to see the amp-line and drums all set up the
way they’ll be arrayed when we begin touring in a couple weeks.One thing is really odd though.
I’m looking for my mic stand. Why isn’t it stage center where the lead singer is supposed to
work? I see a mic in center stage but it’s Joe Perry’s. His stand is easy to pick out, it’s the one
with the built-in foot pedals fanning out at the base.The pedals are attached by a cable to a tall
rack of guitar signal processors, back by the amp stacks.I finally locate my mic stand.It’s way off
to the right side of the stage.I’m supposed to stand back there in the corner and sing?Our
managers Tim and Steve arrive. After quick hellos we get down to business and begin knocking
out the set. We might be even louder in here than we were at the Annex. I go stand in my corner,
singing with toilet paper plugging my ears.After about 10 songs the managers stand up,
approach the stage, congratulate Joe and then off they go.We continue on with our set while the
crew works. Ed, who is Joe’s guitar tech, is stringing up the Rich Bich with 10 fresh Ernie Balls.
Our lighting guy Woody, stage manager Cort and soundman Jay are busy sorting cables and
loading road cases. Doc oversees the scene.After the set I head to the men’s room to get rid of
this stupid toilet paper. I reach into my left ear but instead of coming out, the paper gets pushed
inward. It’s stuck in there deep. Way deep. I can’t get a grip on it. Damn.Wednesday March 17,
1982Welcome to Cambridge Hospital. Julia called in late to work so she could come with
me.The emergency room doctor walks towards me with some large, scary looking tweezers and



forcefully extricates the wad ofpaper from my noggin. Unfortunately he also removes a slug of
ear wax that I’ve been cultivating for the past fifteen years of hard rocking. A chunk about the
size of a shotgun shell. That hunk of wax has been my sole protection from the
decibelbombardment I subject myself to on a daily basis.So, with a virgin left ear I return to the
soundstage at 1 p.m. I go back to my position in the corner of the stage and we dive into the
set.Here I am. Standing way back here.Feeling like the tambourine player of the Partridge
Family.Thursday March 18, 1982The Project crew is busy today trucking all the gear out of the
Complex soundstage and back to our room at the Annex.No rehearsal.Julia brings me to the
Boston Garden tonight to see her band The Cars headline. These guys are the hottest thing out
ofBoston right now. They released their fourth album“Shake It Up” four months ago and it’s doing
great for them.Producer Roy Thomas Baker gets the same lush backgroundvocals for The Cars
that he does for Queen.The radio friendly sound.Of course Julia has full access to the entire
Cars backstage. The band, crew, tour manager and the Don Law production crew all know her
by name and joke around with her. I’m a stranger to all this arena-rock stuff. I just keep my mouth
shut and try to act like I belong.Ric Ocasek picked me up hitchhiking down on Commonwealth
Ave one day, six years ago. He swung to the curb and beckoned me in. Ric looked funny,
scrunched inside his VW bug.Driving along, he quizzed me about how he might get his band,
then called Cap’n Swing, onto the Live at the Rat record we were cutting. Thundertrain had
recently played at an agent showcase in Medway with Cap’n Swing. I didn’t have the heart to tell
nice guy Ric that his band name stunk and that they were too weird looking to be part of the Rat
scene.About a year later Ocasek’s group, now called The Cars, opened for Thundertrain at a
hockey arena up in Berlin NH. They didn’t look funny anymore and the new name was actually
kind of cool. A few weeks later The Cars released their debut album and shot to the top of the
pops right out of the box.Let the Good Times Roll indeed.All the Cars guys, Ric, David and Elliot
in particular, havealways been very nice to me. I’ve known David ever since he played drums
with DMZ, a young Rat band who I’doccasionally join onstage for a song or two back in
1976.Friday March 19, 1982Swing by the office to pick up my weekly $100 and then it’s off to the
Annex for the 1 p.m. rehearsal. I don’t know when Joe Perry and Brad Whitford arrive at the
Annex every day but both of them are always grinding-away along with drummer Stewart by the
time Danny and I show up.I enter the room to the roar of the giant snake riff. The one Brad and
Joe have been refining for the past few days. Even though it has a rock beat, there is something
peculiar about this piece. It’s not just a short cool riff like Once a Rocker or Black Velvet Pants.
The whole song is a riff, a riff that coils, climbs,descends, strikes and re-coils repeatedly.We’re
back in our regular room again.I don’t have to sing in the corner here.Sat/Sun March 20/21,
1982I sure would like to get one more new original song for the demo we’ll be recording this
week. Lying on the couch at the pink palace. Searching for inspiration. I begin to thumb through
“Leonard Maltin’s 1981 Movie Guide” which is a thickdictionary of just about every Hollywood
film released since 1929 with a short review attached.Poring through the film titles, my peepers
land on When Worlds Collide. I remember that movie. A pretty decent sci-fi from 1951. The title



kinda sums up the sound of Whitford andPerry’s guitars as they clash and duke it out, riding the
snake riff that’s been haunting me. Worlds colliding.Okay so I have a title. Now what?I wander
through the movie guide and see Other Side ofMidnight. Not my kind of film, a sudser from a few
years back. Maybe I can put a twist on it?“On the wrong side of midnight / On the wrong side of
townScream of the sirens is the only soundYour Daddy doesn’t like it, Mama she criedOn the
wrong side of love / When Worlds Collide”Now I’m rolling, I quickly write out two more verses in
the same rhythmic cadence.Is there a melody? Not sure. Is there a chorus? Not sure.A hook?
Yes.The hook is the snake riff.Just like the hook of Once a Rocker is Joe’s see-saw funk riff.The
hook of Black Velvet Pants is Joe’s country-honk riff.That’s how I see it anyway.I mean, some
people might tell you that the hook of Smoke on the Water is when the singer wails Smoke on
the Water. Others might say the hook of I Can’t Get No Satisfaction is when the singer moans I
Can’t Get No Satisfaction.I’m not buying that.As far as I’m concerned the hook of Smoke on the
Water is the guitar riff.The hook of I Can’t Get No Satisfaction is the guitar riff.Same with Iron
Man, Cat Scratch Fever, Heart Full of Soul, Purple Haze, Back in Black, Psychotic Reaction and
DirtyWater. Let’s not forget Draw the Line, Train Kept A-Rollin’ and Walk this Way.Monday March
22, 1982While warming up at the Annex today, it wasn’t long before Joe and Brad began
grinding-out the marauding snake riff.Only this time I begin to rap over it:“The girls are pretty /
But they don’t know a thingOn the wrong side of love / For a dime store ringYou’re missing all the
action / If you stay insideStreets start burnin’ / When Worlds Collide”That last line cues Ronnie
and the others to segue into theanswer riff, a swirling, dangerous sounding thing that leads back
into my next verse. Once again the tune is taking shape and sort of arranging itself now that the
players have a vocal maypole to wrap the riffs around.When Worlds Collide is a different type of
tune.Very atmospheric, cinematic even.It lacks a traditional sung chorus or bridge. In this piece
those parts are played, not sung.Whatever it is, everyone seems happy with it.Then we run
down the whole set.Our first concert is coming up this weekend.Tuesday March 23, 1982Last
rehearsal. From here on it’s gonna be hotels and motels, makeup and ice cream, touring the
world. Today we concentrate on the songs we plan to record tomorrow. Brad tells us a bit about
the recording studio that he recommended to Joe and Tim. We’ll be recording about 30 miles
west of here, out in Carlisle.A place called Blue Jay.One of the few Boston area studios that
Thundertrain nevervisited. Whitford says Blue Jay has a room and equipment that rivals the stuff
that NYC and L.A. have to offer.After we finish rehearsal the crew begins to pack.Doc tells the
band to meet here tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.Wednesday March 24, 1982I pick up Danny and we
head out to the Annex in Cambridge. Pulling into the lot we see a brown van. Doc is at the wheel.
The JPP crew already left hours ago with a rented Ryder truck full of gear. Danny and I climb into
the van. Doc greets us.“Jonathan Edwards just finished touring in this vehicle, so be careful.
There might still be some granola underneath your seatcushions.”Corvettes roar into the lot. Ron
Stewart and Brad Whitford hop into the two bench seats behind the one Hargrove and I
aresharing. The Porsche arrives and Joe Perry jumps into theshotgun seat next to Doc.The road
manager flashes a shit-eating grin.“All right boys. Fasten your seatbelts and leave the driving to



us.” A moment later we’re out on Route 2 heading west.Joe pops a cassette in the tape deck.
Some good hard rocking stuff begins to play but I don’t recognize it. We all sit silently, gazing at
the passing leafless New England scenery, quietlylistening to the tape. Something is familiar
about this. But what?I finally realize that it’s the Whitford/St. Holmes album. A great sounding
record. Brad made it a year ago, right after he quit Aerosmith. The vocalist is from Ted Nugent’s
band and they cut it somewhere down south I think. I’m curious.“So what happened? I mean this
sounds really good.”Whitford gazes distantly out the window. Smiling slightly.“That’s a good
question.”Joe Perry is silent. Brad speaks in riddles.Almost an hour later Doc
announces,“Gentlemen, you have arrived.”Arrived? Really? This is it?We pull into a wooded lot. I
see a doorway but it’s notattached to anything. Just a shack backed up against a hillside. It looks
like the hut I built behind my parents’ house when I was eleven. Are you serious? That little thing
is a recording studio?Entering through the door, I realize that Blue Jay is built into and beneath
the hillside. It’s all underground.We enter the Batcave.It’s a spacious cave and a nice one too.
There’s a tidy hangout space with couches and a fridge and gold records on the walls. Then you
go down a hallway to the control room. A long mixing desk with at least 24 channels. A couple of
those big-ass Ampex machines running 2-inch reels. All kinds of controls, processors and plate
reverb. A variety of monitor speakers. The room is nicely decorated too, not a tech rat-nest like
some of the joints I’ve recorded at. Lots of wood inlay in herringbone patterns, modern couches
and new carpeting.The control room’s glass windows look out into the studio area, also very
handsome, with the same detailed woodwork, raised areas, a vocal booth, some reflective
surfaces andmovable, padded partitions. Hundreds of cables are neatly hung next to a locker full
of expensive looking mics with German names.Ron Stewart’s kit is already set up next to a
piano. The crew are working on Danny’s bass rig and Brad’s Marshall stacks.I always hear
stories about how Jimmy Page recorded some of his hugest sounding riffs through a Fender
Deluxe Reverb or Rick Nielsen recorded a hit through a Pignose. That ain’t gonna be happening
here. Joe Perry brought his full amp-line with him and it’s stacked high to the ceiling.Not much
for the Cowboy to do today but watch and learn.After the equipment is sorted out for hums,
squeaks and rumbles everything gets mic’d up. It takes a while. Direct mics for the guitar amps,
ambient mics for the room sound, all kinds of mics on all Ron’s drums. Then each band member
has to go in on his own and jam away at full volume, while the engineer sets all the peak levels
and makes sure things don’t overload.Harmonic distortion is great but overloads will wreck the
track.Then there’s more tweaking, getting proper mic placement on each speaker cone, maybe
changing out a few mics. Tuning in just the right tones.By the time that’s all done it’s almost
midnight.
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Sandpshkr, “Great Times! Even better book!. I met Mach a couple of times back then and
besides being a very cool, down to earth guy, I loved his performances with the JPP. Mach is
really an incredible writer. To have the foresight to notate all of his exploits with the JPP makes
not only for a fun read but was rather genius and way ahead of its time.I was around for a several
of the shows he mentions in the book. The power outage at the Keystone Palo Alto is a fond
memory. He did fail to mention all of the cocktail glasses that were being chucked at the stage
and were breaking across the the drum kit after the power went out though. It's a relief to see
that his memory and mine are so similar. I guess I didn't suffer the worst form of brain damage
from the 80s that I had initially feared.This is just such a great book. I love it. Those were such
great times and the JPP was always a constant presence in our hometown and in our teenage
angst filled worlds. We always knew that we'd be in for some great music and fun times when
they came around. We would go see them six or seven times a year.This was a remarkable trip
down memory lane. Thank you Mach!”

sean m. keenan, “A Captivating Behind the Scenes Diary of a Rock Band Trying to Make it to the
Top.... Just through the first chapter but I'm already hooked! Ride along with "Cowboy" Mach Bell
as he fills his diary with an up close and personal accounting of his tenure as lead vocalist and
co-songwriter of the Joe Perry Project. A warts and all look at the ins and outs of a once
legendary guitarist and his rag-tag band of pirates as they criss-cross the country in a van trying
to keep their bid for rock and roll immortality alive. Whether you were a fan of the Joe Perry
Project, Aerosmith or Thunder Train or all three bands, or you if you came of age in the late 70s
and early 80s and remember going to the rock clubs and theaters that drew hundreds and
thousands of denim clad rockers every night, this is a book for you. Mach generously shares his
recollections with humor, bravado, self-doubt and a little bittersweet sadness , taking you along
each step of the way as only someone who has lived the rock and roll dream can.”

Anthony L. Wermuth, “We have a winner...... If you are even a casual fan of rock & roll, "Once a
Rocker - Always a Rocker" By Cowboy Mach Bell will likely be a great fit for you. If anyone
deserves to be called a staple of the Boston rock scene, it's Mach, having been around playing
and singing since God was a child and playing just about every venue in New England over the
decades. After being chosen as the lead singer for former Aerosmith guitar hero Joe Perry, this
list grew exponentially around the US and abroad. This is that story. Written with heart, humor
and the obvious love he has for "the life", this kept me glued till I finished it. As you might expect,
it is part travelogue part bio. But in this case it is actually a true diary. This is important because
the feelings, the fears and the moments of elation are first hand - and contemporaneous - better
than mere recall. It's a wonderful overview of several overlapping eras in the Boston music
scene (though, as it deals mainly with the Joe Perry Project, it mostly takes place in the 80s) and



life on the road. Some of the most celebrated rockers in history cross the pages of this book and
I feel that there is something here for just about everyone! Money well spent. Thanks Mach.”

Scott Wilkinson, “Rock and Roll Diary. Just finished reading the fabulous new book Once A
Rocker Always A Rocker by Cowboy Mach Bell aka Mark Bell. If you're looking for the inside
scoop on life on the road with one of the hardest rocking bands to ever hit the road then this is it.
Chock full of stories taken directly from the Cowboys diary about touring as the lead singer for
the Joe Perry Project. From the East coast to the West coast these boys hit up every major room
in the US and they covered some major miles with a crack road crew getting into general
mischief and creating a little mayhem along the way. You'll learn about the Admiral and his kick
them in the teeth no holds barred attitude, you'll learn about cowboy beeps, yes the mystery's
and questions are all answered here. Loved it and if you love reading about life in the fast lane
with guitars, chicks and how things really are then buy this book.”

Dawg, “Amazing Read! This Band Rocked and Saved the Admirals life!. This is my favorite rock
and roll book to come along in a very long pandemic. Brought back memories of the Channel
Club and those rock and roll Speedway festivals. Sunday, Sunday... Truly one of the best rock
and roll books I have ever read. Thank you Cowboy Mach Bell !!!”

Wendy, “The train that kept a rollin and rockin. The Joe Perry Project was HUGE to New England
in particular, and being at the shows was truly like nothing else. This book brings you inside what
was going on, and if you go into the way back machine, you’ll read about shows you were at,
people you met, and storms that brewed behind the scenes. Love this book, so happy Mach
published it! MUST READ for the masses!”

John Presutti, “Fantastic. Finally a real book about Rock and Roll and life on the Road. Cowboy
Mach Bell lays it all out there direct from his Diary. This is such a quick read, that I read the entire
333 pages in one day. Never boring, always entertaining. Magnificent job”

douglas l johnson, “Great read for a rock fan!. Great read lots of honest information into life in a
band struggling to survive and the music businesss in general.Being a fan of the project from the
beginning and actually being at some of the local Boston shows talked about in the book. I also
was working for a band that opened for them and we rehearsed at the Cambridge Music
Complex.Mark's insight and honesty is refreshing. This book is a journey, journal and diary into
that life style of early 80's rock.imop all 3 Project albums are underrated and were under
supported by the record companies.”

supercarrambler, “WOW..... This book needs to be turned into a film...”

Vince, “A Great Rock'n'Roll Read. A warts and all look from the inside of a touring rock and roll



band. A great read.”

Wesley Rodney, “It's a book. You read it.. It's a fun book”

philippe de ZERTUCHA, “Life on the road with the Project. Wanna read a piece of history ?Get
the Cowboy book !2 years and a half on the road , rockin’ and rollin’ everywhere.Thanks Mr Bell”

The book by Cowboy Mach Bell has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 149 people have provided feedback.
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